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1. Answer any eight questions from the following as directed 

(a) How many electrons are there in a body if its total charge is 

16x1018c? 

(b) Which of the following options expresses Wheatstone bridge principle 
as given in your textbook ? 

RK3; when ig =0 (i) 
R4 R2 

R2 Ra 

ii) RR2 when i, z0 RA R3 

R 2 afoAI i 0 
RR 

(iii) Both of the above express the principle 

(iv) None of the above expresses the principle. 

(Choose tle correct option) 

(c) Which of Gauss and Tesla is a bigger unit ? Write the ratio of 1 Gauss (c) 
1 to 1 Tesla. 

IT C C ? 1 1 TTEI? 
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(d) Fill up the blank in the expression Wb= m 
Wb= 

1 
(e) Which of the following options is correct? 

2 1 
(i) 

Ho Eo B 

2 

Bo c2 
Ho to E 

(ii) 
Eo 

(ii) Both the above options are correct. 

(iv) None of the above. 

What is the angle between reflected and refracted rays when 
Brewster's law is applicable ? 

values of angle of incidence producing sanme angle of 
(Fill in the blank) 

(8) In a prism except the position of minimum deviation there are 

deviation. 

de Broglie in 1924 reasoned that nature was symmetrical and that the 

must have 
(1) 

two basic physical entities 

symmetrical character. 
and 

(Fill in tlhe blanks) 
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(i) According to Bohr's second postulate of quantisation, the angular 

1 momentum of electron in the first possible orbit is- 

27T 
(i) h 

h 
(11) 

27T 

2.7 (11) 

h 
(iv) 2T 

(Choose the correct option) 

Which of the following options is a correct unit of a diode's reverse 

1 current? 

(i) A 

(i) mA 

(111) uA 
(iv) None of the above. 

(Clhoose tlhe correct option) 

(k) The act of transmission of information is 

(Fill in the blank) 

1 

(Clhoose flhe correct word) () H,O is a polar/ non-polar molecule. 

H,O 61 T/Ea I 
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Answer the questions /Fill in the blanks from the following: (any ten) 2 

(a) (i) Draw the field lines between two charges+ and -2, when 
another charge + is placed between them in a straight line. 

2 

OR/ 

(17) Calculate the electrical force between two 1C charges placed 
100 cm apart. Given = 8.854x 10 CNm. Mention 

1+1/2+12=2 
two smaller units of C. 

100 cm aTQ5 71 1C | 27 c 
o 1 73 = 8 854 x 10CN mIC-3 7 

Are the following diagrams equivalent ? If ves or no, calculate 
the equivalent resistance between the points A and B in the 
figure (i) when the mid-points of the resistances are connected 
by a conducting wire. 

2+1=2 

5b1 7iG? 7 , 15 (i)-T A UR B R 7 

4Q 42 

B 

42 

() () 
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OR/ 1 

(ii) 
diameter D and electron density n respectively ? 

What will be the total charge q in a conductor having length L, 2 

Explain why a potentionmeter is suitable than a voltmeter for 2 
c) (i) 

measuring emf of a cell. 

OR/77 

(1) A 10m long potentiometer wire has a resistance of 18 ohm. If 

the two ends of it are connected to a battery of 5 volt, calculate 

the potential drop per unit length with unit. Given, internal 

2 resistance of the battery is 22. 

10m U -5a DR JRA AH 18 ohm I T7 R DI 

5 volt- GAI DIK CATG ARTTII , (UE UAU aiT 

201 

(d) (i) Static charges produce. 
field. 

field, while moving charges 

1+1 2 produce 

C 71 , TRT 

OR / y 

Write the analogous equation in electricity if in magnetism it is (ii) 
expressed as r mx B and mention the unit of m. 1+1=2
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(e) (i) Can a changing magnetic field exert force on a stationary charge? Also can a moving charge exert force/ torque on a stationary 
magnet? Try to give your answer by a briet statement of your 

2+2+1=2 Own. 

OR/ 7 

(11) In a rainy season you are running with your umbrella opened in a place where the horizontal component of earth's magnetic field is 0.26 G. If the length of your umbrella is 80 crn and your speed is 20 km/ hr, calculate the motional emfdeveloped across 

2 its shaft. 

80 cm 4 COR 20 km/hr a, (OTE ZIOCG 7eUTR R 

A plane electromagnetic wave is propagating in space along 
x-axis. If the magnetic field component of the wave is as given 
below, write an expression for its electric field. 

() (i) 

2 

B = 2x10 sin(kx - øt) 

OR/777 
layer in the atmosphere plays a protective role, and (ii) 

hence its depletion by. gas is a matter of international

1+1-2 Concern. 
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(g) (i) Rays parallel to each other but not parallel to the principal axis 

of a concave mirror will meet after reflection at the. 
/2+11/2=2 

Draw a diagram in support of your answer. 

OR/ 

(11) Write two conditions for a ray to suffer total internal reflection. 

1+1=2 

(1) () How many processes are there to produce induced emf or current 

as mentioned in your textbook? If an area A is placed in a 

magnetic field B so that the normal to the area makes 45° with 

the magnetic field, what will be the flux through the area? 

/2+12=2 

A SGMR A CRCR R C 7T 45° 1 A, (OTE 

OR/A7 

State Lenz's law. Name the other law of nature that it obeys. 
(i) 1+1-2 

(i) () Write the mathematical expression of the postulate that an 

electron has to strictly follow in order to revolve round the 

nucleus. Name the scientist who proposed it in 1913. 1+1-2 

(i) () 

51iE19 ERCDR i1o aEII R 1913 bERRCD 

81 
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OR/ 

2 
() Calculate the energy in joule that is cquivalent to 1 MeV. 2 

a631- i 1 MeV 7gaT, 511 | 

() (1) The total energy of an electron in the first orbit is -13.6 eV, Does 
it mean that-

(A) the electron is bound with the nucleus ? 

(B) energy will be required to remove the electron to infinity ? 

1+1 2 

(A) Ri(DI TUgiZA AE U ? 

(B) 

OR/7 
The transistor works as an amplifier, with its emitter-base 

-biased and the base-collector junction 

(k) (i) 
junction. 

biased. In this state the transistor is said to be in 

2+12+1=2 state. 

OR/ 
(ii) What are logic gates? Draw the symbol and write the truth 

table of a NOT gate. 1+1/2+/=2 

(1) (i) What do you understand by the terms signal and noise in 
(1) 

1+1-2 CommunicatiOn system ? 

Contd. 
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OR/91 
(i) The approximate bandwidth required to transmit 

is 20kHz and to transmit 2 is 4-2 MHz. 

(2P1i B I 4-2 MHz 

3 (a) () Show that in a particular way of combination of capacitors the 
(a) 

cquivalent capacitance C is expressed as given below and name 

2+1-3 
the particular combination. 

C-C+C + Ca t.. +C 

C- C +C + Ca t. .+C 

OR/72a7 
(i) Mention at least two factors on which capacity of a capacitor 

does depend. Define the unit of capacitance. Find out the 

dimensions of capacitance using the dimensions of charge and 

potential difference. 2+1/2+1+1=3 

(b) i) Show that current in each resistor of the' following diagram is 

zero. 3 

A 3V B 3V C 3V D 

10010010 

H 3V G 3V F 3V E 
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OR/TA 

(11) What do you mean by mobility of mobile charges ? Whether it 
is positive or negative. Show that mobility is expressed as given 
below, where the symbols have their usual meaning.

1+1/2+12=3 

er 

m 

(c)i) Ej and Bk are electric and magnetic fields respectively placed 
in a region. A charge q is moving with velocity vi into the 

region. If FE =-FB, show that v=B. Name the arrangement 

of E and B fields. 2+1-3 

Fp=-FB , eai V = RE B-CF 7 75 

OR/T 

What is a galvanometer? A galvanometer has a resistance of (ii) 
50. If across its terminals a resistance of 52 is connected, 

calculate the fraction of current that flows through the 

galvanometer. 1+2-3 

111 Contd. 
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(d) (i) What is mutual inductance ? S, and S, are two long COax 
solenoids of radii r and r, where <r. S and S2 nave 

equal lengths I. If n, and n, be the number of turns/ length and 

I be the current flowing through S,, find an expression ror 

1+2-3 mutual inductance Mi2 of S, with respect to S2 

OR/7 

(11) Two concentric coils having radii r and r, are placed coaxially, 
where r <r2. Obtain an expression for mutual inductance M12 
of the inner coil with respect to the outer coil. Define self- 

2+1-3 inductance.

(e) (i) Arrange the following words, so that it becomes a meaningful sentence. 
"A parallel plate capacitor of very low frequency cannot pass through an alternating current."

Write in brief about the need of displacement current. 

1+2-3 

32T PHYS [ 12 



OR /7 

(i) Write M (Microwaves), U (Ultraviolets), R (Radio waves), 
V (Visible waves), X (X-rays), I (Infrared waves) and 
G (Gamma rays) in the order of decreasing frequency. 

Give a short description of any one of the following: 1+2-3 

(A) Sky waves (B) Space waves 

PR M (Rr A), U(UTE), R (TUu s), 
V(7 ), X(AAT), I( R ) G(1 ) 

(A) 37A RS 

(i) A beam of light converges at a point P. If a lens is placed in the 

path of convergent beam at a distance of 12 cm from P, at what 

point does the beam converge if the lens is a convex lens of 
focal length 20 cm? Draw a neat diagram of it. 2+1-3 

12 cm Y, NI AA o5 20 cm F asa qam 

OR /77 

State superposition principle of waves. Mention at least one 
example of coherent source of light. What will be the phase 
difference between two light waves, if the path difference 
between them is 2-52? 

(11) 

1+1/2+12=3 

TR RT 70 (i R ATS 2-5 , OT 

( The kinetic energy of an electron is 120 eV. Calculate itss 1) 
momentum and speed. 12+1%=3
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OR/ 7 
Write a few lines on any one of the following:

(A) Wave nature of matter 

(i) 

(B) Davisson and Germer experiment (no need to draw 

diagram). 

(B) erebi T7 11 (14 ITS=) | (B) 
(A) H 1 apf 

(h) () Name the formula given below. Using the value () 

Arrange H, Hp and H, lines in the spectrum of hydrogen in 

the order of decreasing wavelength. 

1-097x10 m', if needed, find the wavelength of H, line. 

/2+2+1/2=3 

5 R 7 31 arT, 1.097 x10-7m 1 T 

H E RSTA I 

-R 
OR/TR 

Name the processes of the following nuclear reactions (ii) 
2x6-3 

(A) U Th+2 He (A) 

(B) 1P S+e + V 32 

(C)P n e V 

n U Xe+ 3 Sr+2n (D) 

HH He -0.42 MeV (E) 

n peiV (F) 
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(i) ) Draw a neat and labelled diagram of a fuil-wave rectifier 

indicating the primary and secondary of the centre tap 

transformer, two junction diodes, one load resistance and a 

capacitor for filtration of ripples. Moreover the wave patterns 

after passing through each diode and also through the load 

1h++/+1/2=3 resistor. 

OR/R7 

(ii) Describe any one optoelectronic junction device mentioned in 

your textbook.

(a) (i) What is an ac generator ? A coil of area A , number of turns N 

is rotating in a magnetic field B with steady angular speed o. 

Show that the system generates alternating current or emi at 

any time t. Draw a graph of e vs t. Name three types of such 

/+1/a+1/+1/2+3=5 generators. 
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OR/71 
Detine ms value of ac. Show that the ratio of ms value of ac 
to its peak value is 0-707. An electric bulb which operates at 
12V dC is connected to an ac source and glows normally, what 
would be the peak value of the source? 

(ii) 

1+3+1-5 

4 IÍS T 0-7071 12V dc- P 

OR/ 
(1u1) Discuss ac voltage connected to a resistor (R). When an inductor 

(L) and a capacitor (C) are connected to ac voltage separately then the currents in both the cases are expressed as given below. Write a few lines on each of the following. 2+12+1h=5 

i=i sin (ot -
i = i Sin (ot +) 

i) Find out an expression for fringe width in Young's double slit experiment. Light of wavelength 500 nm is incident on two slits which are 1mm apart. If the screen is placed at a distance of lm from the slits, calculate the fringe width of the fringe pattern 

(b) 

formed on the screen. 
3+2-5 

2 71 15 T 500 nm vRsi�Aaa (A os I M 
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OR/37 

(1) When the double slit in Young's experiment is replaced by a 

single slit, name the pattern of fringes formed on the screen. What is the phenomenon due to which we see colours when a 
CD is viewed ? Mention at least one difference in the fringe pattern observed due to interference and diffraction 
phenomena. Describe a simple experiment by which you can 
observe the diffraction phenomenon in your home. 

1+1+1+2=5 

OR/T 

(t1i) What do you mean by polarisation of light ? Name the law 
which gives us the intensity of emergent light when passes through a polariser at different angles. Mention tuvo ways of 

observing polarisation as described in your textbook. State 
Brewster's law. Find out the Brewster angle when there is 
transition of light from air to glass. 

Hints: tan1 5=0-026, sin 1 5= 0-026, cos1-5= 0-99, 
tan-1 5 56) 

112+2+2+12+1+1=5 

R tan1-5=0-026, sin 1.5 0-026, cos1-5 0.99, 
tan-11 5 56) 
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(c) Write an expression for mass defect using AM, Z, mp A, ln 

and M where the symbols have their usual meaning. Detine

binding energy of a nucleus. Obtain the binding energy in MeV 

of a nitrogen nucleus. 1+1+3=5 

Given, 

mN)=14-00307u 
m 1. 007825u 

m,, = 1-008665u 

lu 931.5 MeV/c2 

5315 ePF| RRT AM, 2, m,, A, m, M JR TI 

ER TH Me V- 5 1 

mN)=14-00307u 

m =1. 007825u 

m = 1 008665u 

lu = 931 5 MeV/c2 

OR/7 

(i) Draw a schematic labelled diagram of a nuclear reactor based (ii) 
on thermal neutron fission. What is a moderator? Give two 

examples of moderator. Write a few lines on controlled 

thermonuclear fission. 12+1+2+2+1%=5 
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OR / 7 

(11) You are given two circuits consisting NAND gates as shown 

below. Fill up the truth table for each. Are NOR gates considered

as universal ? If Yes or No, answer why. 2+2+1-5 

A 

B 

(a) 

A 
Y 

B- 

(b) 

ABY A B Y| 
O0 
O1 0 1 

0 1 

(a) (b) 
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